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Abstract: The residual effectsof thermal aging of Kevlar 49 fibers in the temperature range 150--450°C
have been analyzed. Thermal aging introduces crystallographic as well as macro-structural changes.
Weight lossesand deterioration in tensile properties were alsoobserved. Theorder in which thedeteriora-
tion in crystallinity, weightand tensile strengthoccur has beenidentified. Mastercurves forpredicting the
time neededfor 50% deterioration at varioustemperatures andthe corresponding activation energy have
been estimated. The role of the parameter. tcum(T),the cumulativeexposure to any temperature T, on ther-
mally inducedeffects has been unambiguouslyestablished. In particular, the influence of the T- tClIm(T)
effect oncrystallographic parameters has beenobserved for the first time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Kevlar fibers are reportedto decompose at a Tdof approximately 500/550cC [1, 2]. In
an earliercommunication [3], detailsof the structuralchanges whichaccompany decom-
position at 500 and 550cCwere presented. It was shown that atboth these temperatures,
cumulative thermal exposuresof specific durations, tcum(T),wererequired to cause de-
composition. Decomposition was accompanied byprominent structural changes such as
progressivereduction andan eventualtotal loss in crystaIJinity,progressive lossin weight,
introductionof surface damage, hollownessand deterioration in tensile properties. Using
these features as signaturesof isothermaldecomposition, the effectof thermal aging of
Kevlar 49 fibers at T values < Td havebeen analyzedand the detailsof this analysis are
presented in this paper.

It mustbe mentioned that the behavior of Twaronfibers agedat 300, 400, 450, and
500cC has been earlier reported fromour laboratory [4]. The tensile properties of the
Twaron fibersused in theprevious studywere closeto those of Kevlar29 fibers.As such,
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the investigationon Twaron fiber was,in principle, comparableto the study of Kevlar 29
fibers. Thepresent investigation,on the other hand, wason Kevlar49 fibers, which have
better initialtensile properties.

2. EXPERIMENTALDETAILS

The samples used were Kevlar 49 fibers made commerciallyavailable by DuPont Inc.
USA. The temperatures (T) chosen for thermal aging were 150,250, 300,350,400 and
450"C. Of these, 150,250, and 300cCare within the recommendedservice rangeof tem-
peratures.For temperaturesother than 150°C, a tubularresistancefurnace in whicha PID
controllercould control and maintainthe temperature to an accuracy.of:f: Iac, was used.
For heating at 150°C,an air-circulatingoven in which the control and stabilityof tem-
perature was :f: 2ac was used. Bothprior to and at various stagesof heat treatment, the
fibers werecharacterized by X-ray diffraction methods,tensile testing, weight analysis,
optical andscanning electron microscopy.Details of heating and the various procedures
used for characterizationhave been described earlier [3-5]. For each of the characteri-
zation procedures,a separate bundleof fibers was heattreated. In addition to the surface
characteristics,the cross-sectionalfeaturesof some of the heat-treatedfibers thatfractured

in tensionwere also examined usinga scanning electronmicroscope. For fibersexposed
to 150 and 250°C, the fracture was effected in an aqueous medium whereas for higher
temperatures,the fibers had turned so brittle that transfer to the water medium led to an
instant breaking. Forthese specimens,the tensile fracturewas therefore carriedout in air.

3. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Interestingly,the changes introducedby isothermal agingat T values < Tdcloselyresem-
ble those accompanying exposures to T = 500 and 550"C [5].

3.1. X-ray analysis

3.1.1. Crystallinity

Figure I presentsthe equatorial diffractionprofiles recordedfromfibers isothermal!yaged
in the temperaturerange] 50-450"C. With the exceptionof ]50"C, the genera!effect of
isothermal aging is to reduce the initial crystallinity. For T values 2: 250"C, values of
residua! crystallinity,K (= AiAo,) estimated from the integrated intensities of prufiies in
figure 1, are recorded in figure 2. Here Ao and A referto the integrated intensitiesof the
diffraction patterns recorded from fibers, prior to and after heat treatment, respectively.
It may be noticed that 300 h of discontinuousyet cumulativethermal exposure to 300cC

reduces theinitialcrystallinity by 80%.The effect of theparameters T and tcum(T)can also 1
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Figure 1. Diffractionprofiles fromfibers isothermally aged at (a) 150 (b) 250 (c) 350 (d) 400 and (e)
450'C. Values of K have also beenshown.
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Figure 2. Residual crystallinity of fibers aged at T values of 25D-450°C.

be appreciatedfrom figure 2. An increase in the T as wen as the tcum(T)values enhances

the reduction in crystallinity. Based on the above-mentioned X-ray data, the duration of

cumulative exposure to.5,needed to introduce 50% reduction in the initial crystaJlinity, has

been estimated (figure 3). For the sake of completion, data corresponding to 500, 550 and

600°C [5] have also been included in figure 3. It must be pointed out that the curve in

figure 3 can be used to predict the residua] crystallinity at any intermediate temperature
also.

The activation energy E for 50% reduction in crystallinity was also obtained as ] 05.8

kJ mo]-I from the Arrhenius equation

r = Aexp(-EjRT)

where r is the reaction rate constant derived from the '05 values, A is the pre-exponential

factor and R is the gas constant. The master curve for predicting the changes in crys-

ta]]inity over an extended time scale has also been generated by choosing 250cC as the

standard temperature (figure 4). The procedure followed for generating the master curve

is based on a constant energy model [6] according to which the activation energy is in-

dependent of temperature. The superposition shown in figure 4, although no! ;dc~!, is

satisfactory. The reason for the slight fanning observed at the high end, namely for crys-

ta]]inity values down to 0.7, is not clear at present.
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Figure 3. Time required for50% reduction incrystallinity.
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Figure 5. Variationof residual crystallinity with tcum(T)at 150°C.

Interestingly, the behaviorof crystallinityat ]soae is very different.As shownin
figure 5, the crystallinity increasessteadily withexposures of up to 7000 h duration. It
mustbe mentionedthat Hindelehand Abdo alsoobserved asimilar increasein crystallinity
at ISaaC [7]. Their data, however,do not extendup to 7000h. The present X-ray data
thus suggest that] soac is perhapsan ideal temperatureforannealing and improving the
crystallinity of commerciallyavailable Kevlarfibers.

3.1.2. 28 values

As in the case of Kevlar 49 fihers exposed to 500 and 5S0'C [3, 5] 28 values of the
equatorialreflectionsmanifestthe residualeffectsof exposureto T valuesin the range
150-4S0cC. Figure6 depictstheobserved variationsin the28 values. The average value,
4.3, for the 1L1I/uof the 28 values, establishesthe statistical significance of the obser-
vations. Here, ~ and a referto the observedshift accompanying thermalaging and the

corresponding standard deviation respectively. It is found ihat both 28(200) and 28(l 10)

values shift towards lower angles. The shifts in 28(200) are, however, much more than

in 280 10). Suchan enhancedreduction inthe 28(200) values may be attributed to the

presence of van der Waal's interac60ns along the crystaJlographic a-directIOn, which is

also the directionalong whichthe hydrogen-bondedlayersare stacked [8]. The observed
shiftssuggestthatthermalagingweakenstheinter-layerinteractionsinthe crystal struc-

ture. The strikingfeature, however, is the initial non-linear dependence of the shiftstn
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Figure 6. (a) Variation in 20 (200) values. (b) Variation in 20 (110) values.

time. The majorparts of the shifts occur in the eady stagesof thermalexposures. Figure 6
also depicts the effect of T. As might be expected, at higher temperatures the shifts are
enhanced.

The observedchanges in the 28 values also exemplify the angular separation ~(28)
defined as ~ (28) = 28 (200)- 28 (110). As the shift in the 28 (200) values are more
dominant, the curves in figure 7 resemble the trend manifestedby the (200) reflection
(figure 6). Basedon the direct correlationbetween the tensilestrength and the 28 values
[9] and the datain figure 7, it maybe anticipatedthat the tensilestrength drops more in the
early stages of aging. Further quantitativeevidence for sucha drop in the tensile strength
will be presented subsequentlyin this paper.

3.1.3. Half width, OJ

Fractional variationsin the half widths of the equatorial reflections are shown in figure
8. Here, (1)0representsthe half width valueof reflections recordedfrom samples,prior to
heat treatment. The observedchanges are significant, with an average I~I/(J valueof 3.5.
The equatorial reflections.from fibers agedat T values < Tdtend to sharpen in the early
stages of aging and with further continuance of exposure, theyhegin to broaden. It was

also observed that lhe reflection (110) sharpensmore than (200)for all the T valuis < Td.
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Figure 7, ~(2e) values indicating the closingup. of basal plane reflections from fibers aged at (a)
250-450 and (b) 150°C.

The durationof the cumulativeexposuretime over whichthe reflectionsremain sharpened
is, however,dependenton the T value.Forcomparativelyhigh valuesof T, the sharpened
state is rather short lived.Figure 8(a)showsthat at l50"C,even after7000 h of cumulative
exposure, the reflectionshave riot startedbroadening whereas in contrast, at 250cC,after
1800 h of exposure, broadening has commenced. These features clearly show that at
150'T the fragmentation of crystallites and/or the build-up of micro-strain, which are
characteristicsof broadening, do notgetinitiated evenup to 7000 h of exposure.

3.1.4. Azimuthal spread, fJ

The alignmentof polymerchains is affectedby cumulativeexposures to T values < Td.
Figure 9 provides a comparison of the azimuthal spreads of the equatorial reflections
recorded from samplesexposed to 150,250,300 and40(YC for 7000,1800, 120and 15 h,
respectively. The misalignment at 150cCis slightly less conspicuous. The increase in
the azimuthal spread suggests that the tensile modulii of the corresponding fibershave,
perhaps, deteriorated.

3.1.5. Relative intensities

As in the case of 500 and550"C [3,5], the relative intensitiesof theequatorial reflections

get affectedat all T valuesother than 150cC.As can he seen from figure 1, pdor tothermal
exposure,1(200)is > 1(110).\\lith continuingthermalt'xpnsures, thepeak intensitiestend
to becomeequal. The intensity changesmay be associatedwith minor structural changes
the detailsof whichare,however,notpresentlyavailable.X-raydatathus indicatethat no

significantstructural charges are introducedat 150=Ceven after 7000h of efposure.
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X-ray observations presentedthus far indicate that the overall natureof changes in
the crystal structural characteristicsintroducedat T values< Td are verysimilar to those
introduced at T values "V Td[3, 5]. Data correspondingtoboth T values'" Td and T val-
ues < Td,provide unambiguous evidencethat the crystalstructural characteristics are
influenced by two parametersnamely T andtcum(T).Figure10 is a schematicrepresenta-
tion of a modeldepicting thechanges in the crystal structuralcharacteristics introduced
during thermal(lging.

3.2. Microscopy

Optical andscapning electronmicroscopic studies showjthatisothermal aging at T val-
ues < Tdleads.0 significantchanges in the surface characteristics, thedetails of which
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are presented in this section. Someaspects of the cross-section of fractured fibers have
also been included.
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(~) (b)

Figure 11. longitudinal openings on the surface of Kevlar fibers aged at 150°C.Openings (a) parallel

and (b) inclined to the fiberaxis.

3.2.1. Surface characteristics

The moststriking featuresobserved on the surfaceof isothermally aged fibers were as
follows:

(i) introduction of longitudinalopenings, groove-likefeaturesand peel-offs;
(ii) formation of holes;

(iii) introduction ofmaterial deposits;and
(iv) localized lossof material.

As in the case of crystalstructural characteristics derived from X-ray data, the above-
mentionedmacro featuresare also found to be influenced by twoparameters, namely, T
and tcum(T).There followsa descriptionof the surfacefeatures described in the order of
increasingtemperature.

J50°C. For Kevlar49 fibers, 150"Cis well withinthe recommended service range of
temperatures [10]. Unlikein the case of X-ray data, the surface characteristics of fibers
exposedto 150"C for7000h manifeststriking as wellas unwelcomechanges. Theoptical
micrographsin figure I I illustrate thetypical surfaceopenings observedin fibersexposed
to 150cCfor 7000 h. It maybe noticedthat the orientationsof thelongitudinalopenings
with respect to the fiber axis are quite varied. Figure 11(a) depicts an opening nearly
parallelto the fiberaxiswhereasinFigure11(b),a nearlyhelicaldistributionofopenings
is seen.The introductionof such openings can indeedaffect the tensile propertiesof the
fiber andcan also facilitateunwantedretention of extraneous materialon the surface.

Thesc,mning electronmicrographin figure 12shows excoriationof the surfaceof the
fiber. When the peel-offis long enough, id tends to wind aroundthe fiber. Such effects

canbeexpectedto affectthe adhrion bet~en thefiberand thematrixin a composite.

,
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Figure12. Excoriationof the fibersurfaceat 150°C.

Figure13.Split1ingopenofthe surface offibersaged at250cC.

250°C.For Kevlar,250cCis alsowithinthe recommendedservicerange oftempera-
tures. As in the case of fibers exposed to l50ac, longitudinalopenings are foundon the
surface (figure 13). An additional effectwhich has beenobservedconcerns theintroduc-
tion of minuteholes (figure14). The holes,although sparse, are uniformly distributedon
the surface.The diameterof the holes.anges from 0.05to 0.3 ,urn.In some parts of the
surface, verj close to the holes, minutequantit1cs cf cxtnmeons material has also been
found. It is likely that theholes are associatedwith theevolution of material fromwithin
the fiber.No in-situ chemicalanalysis couldbe carriedout to identifythe materialon the
surface. It must, however,be mentionedthat Kalashniket a1.'smasssp~ctrometricanaly-.
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Figure 14. Formationof holes onthe surface of fibers aged at 250°C.Arrow shows a typical hole.

sishas enabled chemical identification of materials which evolved at a higher temperature,

namely at 510°C[11].
The occurrence of surface holes and extraneous material at T values aslow as 250°C

(in comparison with 500 and 550°C, as used in the earlier study [3, 5]) strongly suggests

that at this temperature, the prime factor responsible for the introduction of these effects

is the duration of cumulative exposure, which in this case was 1800 h. It appears there-

fore that prolonged exposures to lower temperatures introduce effects similar to those of

comparatively short exposures to higher temperatures. As the micrographs were recorded

only at selected stages of thermal aging, the introduction of holes cannot be pinpointed

precisely on the time scale.

300° C. Surfacecharacteristics of fibers exposed to 300°C for 120 and 300 h, respec-

tively, have beenexamined. As in the case of exposure to 250°C, a longitudinal groove-

like feature was found on the surface of fibers exposed to 300°C for 120 h (figure 15).

Figure 16 showsthe surfaceholesintroduced at 300°C. Yet another type of surface dam-

age resulting from isothermal aging at 300°C is shown in figure 17. A crater-like featUre

indicating loss of material can be seen. Interestingly, the crater is found beneath a surface

impurity. As has been reported by l'/Iorgan and Pruneda [12] and Vijayan [13], COill-

merciaJIy received Kevlar fibers include detectable amounts of surface impurities. The

enhanceddegradationof KeV!Rrfibers at sitesclose to the impurities suggests that pres-
ence of impurities in the as-received fibers can!ead to enhancedlocalized deterioration of

the surface, at those specific sites.

The micrograph in figure 18 depKts a localized reduction in fiber thickness. Here,
the fiber has lost most of the m4terial which constitutes its thickness. This feature could

I
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Figure15. Longitudinalgroove (indicatedby the arrow)on the surfaceof fiber heatedto 300°C for
120h.

Figure 16. Formation of numerous holes on the surface of fibers heated to 300°C for 300 h.

be considered as a more severe version of the loss of material shown in figure 17. !ntro-

duction of such localized damage distributed randomly along the length of the fiber can

result in a reduction in the averagediameter of the filament which indeed has been experi-

menta!!ycc'nfirmed. Valuesof thefiber diameteraveragedalong the lenglh shows that the

initial value of 12.2(38) ,urn hasdecreasedby approxirnarly 10%,i.e, to 10.97 (48) ,urn.
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Figure 17. Degradation of surface at site close to an impurity in a fiber aged at 300°C.

Figure 18. Localised reduction in fiber diameter in a fiber aged at 300°C.

400"C. The mGstconspicuoussurfacecharacteristicof fibersagedat 400°C for! 5 h is
the introduction of large quantities of extraneous material. Tne micrographs in figures 19

and 20 show that the surface of fihers exposed to 400°C for 15 h has got nearly completely

covered with extraneOilSrDuteriaL It m~j' not be presumptuous to assume that the extra

material has emerge~ from within the fiber during heat treatment. The holes in fignre ] 9

support the cOi1ceptof evolution of materia! from ,,','jlhin!h~ fiber, vit the holes.
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Figure 19. Introduction of large holes on the surface of fibers aged at 400°C for 15 h.

Figure 20. Presence of extraneous matter near the surface holes in fibers aged at 400°C for 15 h.

Baserl on the above-mentionec1det~ils on surfacecharacteristics of fibers aged at ISO,

250, 300 and 400cC it may be inferred that the peel-offs and the longitudinal grooves

appear in the initial stages of aging. Fom1ation of holes and extraneous material on the

surface IO!10Wsubsequently. AI!the {lbove-mentioned surface charaCTeristicssuggest that

the initial tensile properties deteriorate with isothermal aging.

1
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 21. Brittlefracture offibers aged at (a) 150 (b) 250 and (c) 400c,C.

3.2.2. Cross-sectional features

In thecaseof fibersagedat T '" h it was foundthat in additionto the introductionof
surfacedamages,therewasalsomaterialloss nearthecore of thefiber [3, 5]. To find
out whethersimilarfeaturesare introducedby agingat T values< Td, the cross-section
of fibersfractured in itnsion have been examined. Figures 21(a)-(c) represent the mi-
crographsfrom fibers isothermallyagedat ]50, 250and 400~C for7000, ]800and 15 h,
respective1y,and fracturedin tension.A!I the threefractures areofthe brittk type.Brittle
fracturemanifested by fibers aged atT values dose to Td, is not surprising. Interestingly,

the presentstudy providesevidence of brittle fractureby fibers aged at tempfatures as
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Figure 22. Weight loss manifested by fibers aged at 300 and 400°C.

low as l50°C also. This feature stronglypoints to the role of the parameter tcum(T).Ex-
amination of the micrographsin figure21 further suggeststhat the fibers aged at 250 and
400°C also tend to gethol1ow.The degreeof hoBownessis, however,much less than what
was observedat T rv Td[3,5]. Thus,materialloss nearthecore ofthe fiberalsoseemsto
be a featurecommonto isothermalagingat both T rv TdandT values< Td.

3.3. Weight loss

Fibers exposed to T values < Td manifest weight loss. Figure 22 depicts the weight loss

manifested by fibers aged at 300 and 400°C, respectively. AB the observed changes in

weight are significant, with the average 1.6.1/(Jvalue being 30.9. It was found that after
1000h at 300°C,theweightloss is rv 70%. Fibersexposedto 250°Cfor 1800h showa
weight loss of only 6% (not shown in figure 22). In a similar fashion, even after 7000 h
of exposureto 150°C,the fibers do notshow any weightloss. This feature conforms weB
with the earlier mentionedobservationthat the surfaceof fibers exposed to 150ac do not
develop holes even after7000 h of exposure.

3.4. Tensileproperties

In the preceding sections,lit was shownthat aging at T values < Tdcaused changes in

the crystal as weB as maao-structural characteristics. These changes indeed suggest al-
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Table1. Tensilecharacteristicsofsome of theheat-treatedfibers.

Heattreatment conditions Tensile strength Tensile modulus
[T ("C), tcum(T)(h)] (GPa) (GPa)
As received 3.25 (16) 107(6)
150,7000 1.59(64) 96(8)
250,50 l.92 (58) 109(8)
250, ]800 0.35 (I]) *
300,5 2. ]9 (60) 108(12)
300, 10 1.69(30) 115(7)
300,20 1.23 (35) *
300,30 0.23 (06) *

400, 1 1.62(36) 109(7)
"Too brittle to be determined.

terationsfrom the initial, exceptionaltensile properties of the fiber. Reduction in X-ray
crystallinity,broadeningof reflectionsand increasein the azimuthalspreadsuggest deteri-
orationin the initialtensile modulus.Closing upof the equatorialreflections,weight loss,
introduction of hollowness andsurface damagessuggest reduction in the initial tensile
strength. The values of tensilestrength and modulus estimated for some of the heat-
treatedfibers arelisted in table I. The trend manifestedby thetensile propertiesconforms
wellwith the structural changes.

3.5. Fifty percent reductions andthe order of occurrence of events

Basedon the data presented thusfar, the durationof exposure, 10.5,neededfor 50% re-
ductionin crystallinity, weightand tensile strength,respectively,have beenestimated for
varioustemperatures (figure 23). The relativedisposition of the curves suggests the or-
der in which the thermally inducedeffects occur. It is found that the tensile strength is
the most sensitiveparameter, followedby crystal1inityand then the weight. Comparison
of the activationenergies for 50%reductions in crystallinityand tensile strength, namely
105.8kJ mol-I (thispaper),and54 kJ mol-I [14],respectively,also supportthe above-
mentionedsequenceof events.Thecurves in figure23 can also be used forpredicting the
10.5values for anyintermediatetemperature.

3.6. The T -tcum(T) effect

ComparisonoftheresultsonfibersexposedtoT values'" Td[3,5] and T values < To(this
paper) shows that there are manysimilarities. In bothcases, the iensile properties,andpar-
ticulariy the tensile strength decreases, crystallinity reduces, \veight losses are introduced,

surface damage is incurred, crystailographic parameters change and the fibers eventuaIly

suffer decomposition (which is treated synonymous with total Joss in crystallinity), at the
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Figure23. Comparison of time requiredfor 50% reductionin tensile strength, crystallinity and weight.

The y-axis is on log scale.

Table2. T and tcum(T) values corresponding to zero crystallinity.

T (°C)
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
]50

tcum(T)(h)
0.67
1.0
3.5
16
74

432
> 1800
» 7000

end of prolonged exposure to anychosen temperature. The mostconspicuous feature is
thatchanges whichoccur at a highertemperature T2occur at a lowertemperature TJ also
whenthe exposure to the lower temperature TI is long enough. Typical examples can
be notedfrom figure23. A 50%reductionin crystallinity,whichoccurs after190h of
exposureto 300°C,recurs at 250°Calso when theexpo$uretimeis extendedto 1460 h.
Similarly,a 50% reductionin tensilestrength occursat various temperatures,however,for
differentvalues ofthecumulativeexposuretime,tcum(T).Table2 lists the tcum(T)values
obtainedat v!rious temperatures forreaching the stateof zero X-raycrystalliniw As can

be seen,at 550°C, 40 minutes of exposure is requiredto reach ~hezero ctslalliniiY state
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whereas at lower temperatures, the duration of exposure is much more than at 550"C.
Thus, the data on isothermally aged Kev1ar49 fibers provide ampie evidence that the
parameters T and tcum(T)alwaysact in unison.

To sum up,all the thermallyinducedeffectschosen inthe present study,are controlled
by two parameters, namely T and tcum(T).Changes which occur at a higher temperature
T2 recur at a lower temperature TI also when the exposure to the latter is long enough.
This feature is referred to as the T-tcum(T)effect.

It must be admitted that the role of the parameter tcum(T)controlling the thermaJJy
inducedeffects is not very surprising.The kineticsof anychemica]reaction is indeedcon-
trolled by the time factor. The interestingobservationthat has emerged from the present
study is that in addition to chemica]effects (suchas the reactionsresponsib1efor the evo'"
lution and deposit of materials) the structural features also manifest a dependenceon the
time factor, tcum(T).In particular, the crystallographicparameters showing an unambigu-
ous dependenceon both T andtcum(T)is a hitherto unknownfeature.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The residual effects of thermal aging at T values < Td are the introduction of crysta]-
lographic and macro-structuralchanges, weight losses and changes in tensile properties.
Reduction in tensile strength is shownto precede changes in crystallinity and weight. All
the thermally induced effects are controlled by two parameters, namely, T and tcum(T).
The changes which get introducedat T values'" Td are shown to recur at T values far
below Td. The activation energyassociatedwith 50% reduction in initial crystallinity is
105.8kJ mol-I.
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